
WRITING ARMY UNIT SYMBOL DESIGNATIONS

NATO Joint Military Symbology is the NATO standard for military map marking symbols. Units, equipment, and
installations; Military operations (tactical graphics) via icon-based symbols alone: unit boundaries, special area
designations, and a manner reminiscent of some ideographic writing systems such as Chinese.

Friendly mechanized infantry with fill on Friendly mechanized infantry with fill off and monochrome colour
frame and icon Friendly mechanized infantry with fill off and monochrome frame and icon Friendly
mechanized infantry with fill off and bichrome frame and icon Affiliation[ edit ] Affiliation refers to the
relationship of the tracker to the operational object being represented. Direction A graphic modifier for units
and equipment that identifies the direction of movement or intended movement of an object. Symbol
composition[ edit ] Most of the symbols designate specific points, and consist of a frame a geometric border ,
a fill, a constituent icon, and optional symbol modifiers. Higher Formation A text modifier for units that
indicates number or title of higher echelon command corps are designated by Roman numerals. When
rendering symbols with the fill on, APP-6A calls for the frame and icon to be black or white as appropriate for
the display. The frame serves as the base to which other symbol components and modifiers are added. Special
Headquarters A text modifier for units; indicator is contained inside the frame; contains the name of the
special C2 Headquarters. Unique Designation A text modifier for units, equipment, and installations that
uniquely identifies a particular symbol or track number. Signature Equipment A text modifier for hostile
equipment; "! Create Unit Icons on Edit button popup menu on database table form. Signals intelligence
MOOTW military operations other than war Units, equipment, and installations consist of icons, generally
framed, associated with a single point on the map. One major exception is equipment, which may be
represented by icons alone in which case the icons are coloured as the frame would be. Experiment with the
size until the symbol looks good--a single step up or down can make a big difference. Font: Pick font for the
text and symbols. The use of shape and colour is redundant, allowing the symbology to be used under
less-than-ideal conditions such as a monochrome red display to preserve the operator's night vision. Military
symbols Unit size Symbol fill color Select tab to pick different font. Select symbol by double clicking in the
grid which shows all symbols in the font. Location A text modifier for units, equipment, and installations that
displays a symbol's location. Select color for unit fill. Evaluation Rating A text modifier for units, equipment,
and installations that consists of a one-letter reliability rating and a one-number credibility rating. Because of
scaling inconsistencies with Windows, some symbol sizes do not work well. Switching to an air or sea unit
disables the unit size radio buttons. If colour is not used, the fill is transparent. A text modifier for units,
equipment, and installations; content is implementation specific. A very few icons have fills of their own,
which are not affected by affiliation. The basic affiliation categories are unknown, friend, neutral , and hostile.
The locations are stored in a file, and can be recalled for later display on the same or a different map. All sorts
of graphical and textual modifiers may surround them, specifying categories, quantities, dates, direction of
movement, etc. There are point, line and area symbols in this category. The fill is the area within a symbol.
Symbol to clipboard: copies the symbol in the upper right as a bitmap to the clipboard. The standard, however,
still attempts to provide an "exhaustive" listing of possible icons instead of laying out a dictionary of
component glyphs. Large font samples: You have a choice for two sizes for the font samples on the left.


